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Tbe creation of a 3D map holds significant importance for autonomous systems
navi牙ating in unknown environments. The application of 3D mappin牙 Spans

fields, including autonomous driving, robotics, a晉riculture,Varlous Servlce

aU今mented reality, and construction. The need for e丘icient 3D mapping methods
iS 牙rowin牙 With the proliferation ofrobots and autonomous systems.

Despite extensive research on 3D mappin牙, particularly for ground vehicles and
drones,1imited attention has been 牙iven t0 3D mappin牙 for construction cranes.
Current 3D mappin牙 methods encounter limitations when applied to constructin牙
a map f01' cranes, primarily due to the unique cha11en套es and complexities
associated with crane mappin曾. There is a stron宮 need for innovative approaches
Speciaca11y tailored for inapping in crane scenarios. This thesis proposes three
novelmethods foT mappin牙 for a construction crane using multi'sensot fusion.

First, W'e propose a complementary 丘lter and crane structure・based real、time
Sensor pose estimation and 3D mappin今 method for construction cranes with an
arbitrary motion of the sensor system (2D lidar and lMU) attached to the crane
boom. A heavy Ⅱdar with a slowly rotating base is needed to make a lar宮e'scale
map botl) verticany and hohzonta11y for cranes.1n the proposed method, we
introduce a complementary filter W北h movin曾 avera宮e alterin牙 for lidar pose
estimation, which is more robust to severe vibration than Kalman filter'based

methods. As there are only a smaⅡ amount ofoverlaps between 2D lidar scans, we
PTopose a map correction method based on pose 今τaph optimization with planar
environmentalconstraints. we evaluate the proposed method in a simulation and
a l'eal environment and compare it with one of the state・of・the'art methods. The
evaluation results revealthat the proposed method can accurately estimate the
Sensor poses, thereby 今eneratin牙 a hi牙h"quality,1ar牙e、scale 3D pointcloud map.

Second, we introduce a method for neural netw'ork・based real・time pose
estimation usin宮 an lMU (inertial measurement unit) and 北S application in
Iar牙e'scale 3D mappin牙 Usin套 a slowly rotatin牙 2・D LiDAR.1n this method, a
neutal network consistin牙 of a convolutional neural network (CNN) and lon曾
Short'term memory (LSTM) is elnployed to estimate the chan牙e in pose. Firstly,
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